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Context:
The aerodynamic & mechanical structures optimization such as turbomachinery blades is now part of the
engineering design process. The main idea is to search for a set of parameterized aerodynamic shapes,
optimizing the aerodynamic performance and/or Static/dynamic mechanical criteria while satisfying a set of
constraints. Industrial optimization problems, involving simulation of more representative physical models
with a in very large design space ("high fidelity" models often PDE and analysis through finite element). Each
computer experiment is highly time consuming (several hours for a transient nonlinear complex analysis for
example). The strategy currently implemented is to build a very fast metamodel (so-called RSM, response
surface polynomial or more complex meta-model such as Kriging or Gaussian Process) to represent the
system response based on the input (design) parameters, and thus replace each costly call to the computer
code in the process optimization by a call to a metamodel.

The main idea is to add new functionalities into an open source python library (developed in OpenMDAO
framework) to "reduce" a costly computational code:
1. Adding capabilities of handling multiple outputs
2. Building criteria to improve the accuracy of DOE
3. Estimation of sensitivities of Sobol indices.
The main result of this internship will be to display the new capabilities for two real test cases: the first one
coming from automobile crash scenarios (MOPTA) and the second one coming from structural optimization
problem for an aircraft. Meanwhile some benchmarking of the developed algorithm will be performed with
available toolboxes.
The course will be paid (monthly bonus: € 500) and carried out in the laboratories of the ISAE-SUPAERO in the
joint research framework with ONERA (ECR MDO).

Background
•
•

Mathematical background is a must.
Experience with developing codes in Matlab/Python is appreciated.
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Toolboxes:
o Scikit-learn : http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
o The Framework for Uncertainty Quantification UQLab : http://www.uqlab.com/
o The MATLAB Model-Based Calibration Toolbox http://fr.mathworks.com/products/mbc/

